Introduction {#s0001}
============

The genus *Ebolavirus* includes 5 known virus species (Bundibugyo, Ebola, Reston, Sudan, and Taï Forest viruses) that are endemic to Africa. These viruses affect humans, nonhuman primates (NHPs), or both, often lethally, by causing severe febrile bleeding disorders and organ failure.[@cit0001] According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the average fatality rate of Ebola virus (EBOV) is approximately 50%, with case fatality rates ranging from 25% to 90% in past outbreaks.[@cit0002] The most recent outbreak affecting human populations spread to various countries and led to more than 28,000 cases and over 11,000 fatalities. This unprecedented situation prompted the WHO to adopt emergency measures to contain the spreading of the disease for which there is no approved vaccine or antibody (Ab) therapy. The measures included testing of unapproved medical treatments with post-exposure therapeutics. Among these treatments, the use of monoclonal Ab (mAb) cocktails has demonstrated certain degree of success as a passive immunotherapy in NHPs and mice. Two of the most successful cocktails --MB-003, which contains 3 plant-derived mAbs c13C6, h-13F6, and c6D8,[@cit0003] and ZmAb, which contains mAbs c1H3, c2G4, and c4G7^4^ -- have now been combined into a third cocktail, ZMapp,[@cit0005] which is under development for mass production and continued human use.

The target for all Abs in these cocktails is the EBOV glycoprotein (GP), a class I fusion protein, constituted by 2 disulfide-linked subunits identified as GP1 and GP2. GP molecules assemble into trimer to form a chalice-shaped quaternary structure.[@cit0006] Three distinct regions can be identified in GP1: a core domain, a glycan cap, and a glycosylated mucin-like domain (MLD). The GP1 subunit also contains a recognition site that binds to the Niemann-Pick C1 receptor. On the other hand, GP2 contains a series of residues that constitute the main fusogenic element of GP, known as the internal fusion loop (FL). GP2 also contains 2 heptad repeat regions identified as HR1and HR2 which come together during fusion to form antiparallel α-helices. The HR2 region folds-back onto HR1 in a process that distorts the virus and host-cell bilayers and brings the 2 membranes into contact to form a hemifusion stalk.. Subsequent opening of the hemifusion stalk results in transfer of the viral genetic material into the host cell.

The mechanisms by which mAbs interact with epitopes on the EBOV surface and neutralize the virus are poorly understood. X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) methods have been used to determine the complexes of that the trimeric EBOV GP forms with mAbs, particulary, with those mAbs in the therapeutic cocktails ZMapp, MB-003, and ZmAb[@cit0007]; those derived from human sera of survivors of the 2014 outbreak[@cit0010]; a 1995 Kikwit EBOV[@cit0011] outbreak; and from EBOV immunized Chinese rhesus macaques.[@cit0012] However, in many of these cases, the resolution of the cryo-EM structures (\> 20Å) is insufficient to provide residue-level information on the antibody epitopes. While these structures provide insight into the overall epitope regions of EBOV GP, residue-level information is needed to help determine how antigenic variation due to amino acid mismatches in GP1 between ebolaviruses can result in these mAbs and sera to lose their ability to neutralize other EBOV species.

The epitopes on a protein surface recognized by Abs are commonly associated with secondary structure elements such as loop regions or α-helices. In many cases, peptides derived from regions of the protein sequence containing such loops can retain secondary structural features, allowing Abs to recognize their epitope and bind both, peptide and protein with similar affinities. These *linear* B cell epitopes can be mapped by using overlapping peptide libraries that cover the entire protein of interest. In other cases, an Ab recognizes a *conformational* epitope produced by 2 or more fragments of the polypeptide chain which are far apart in the linear sequence, but come spatially close due to folding of the protein. Although linear epitopes have been associated with protection against infection and in vaccination studies, many protective and neutralizing epitopes tend to be conformational in nature.[@cit0013]

One method for peptide-based epitope mapping involves the use of Chemically Linked Peptides on Scaffolds (CLIPS) peptides, where libraries of oligopeptides composed of up to 4 individual peptide fragments bound to a common scaffold can be synthesized.[@cit0020] Theoretically, within a CLIPS library, some of the peptides will present the appropriate order and configuration required to reconstitute conformational epitopes found on the protein antigen. However, the combinatorial complexity of the CLIPS library is immense because hundreds of epitopes are presented in combination with each other across thousands of peptide constructs. Here we present a novel method for analyzing this combinatorial peptide-based epitope mapping data to identify linear and conformational epitopes in the EBOV GP in a wide range of mAbs and polyclonal sera from animals infected with EBOV and/or immunized EBOV DNA or replicon vaccines. Many of the serum samples from DNA-based vaccines, and additional mutagenesis data used in the present study are described in an accompanying article by Mitchell *et al.*[@cit0021] in this special issue. By combining epitope mapping information across large combinatorial peptide libraries, and across a wide range of antigen conditions, we aimed to *1*) develop a comprehensive list of EBOV GP epitopes and *2*) identify residue-level determinants of binding for EBOV Abs. This information can provide additional insight into the molecular determinants of epitope regions identified in existing cryo-EM studies and provide a basis for analyzing and predicting the effect of antigenic variation in future EBOV disease outbreaks.

Results {#s0002}
=======

CLIPS screening {#s0002-0001}
---------------

Peptide libraries covering the entire EBOV GP amino acid sequence were used to map immunologically important regions on the protein. In an attempt to mimic linear and conformational epitopes on the GP surface, a series of CLIPS were synthesized and screened using mAbs and sera from vaccinated and/or convalescent animals. These CLIPS were constructed using various scaffold combinations to produce 2 peptide libraries, LIB1 and LIB2 containing 7286 and 6518 oligopeptides, respectively. These complex CLIPS libraries were expected to produce different arrangements of the component peptide fragments, leading to conformationally-constrained epitopes similar to those present on the surface of EBOV GP trimers. For screening purposes, these CLIPS were bound to solid supports where they could fold, or become constrained in higher order structures such as β-sheets, α-helices and double and triple loops. The type and number of CLIPS included in both libraries are presented in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}. LIB1 was used for an initial screening intended to identify the most reactive regions of the EBOV GP sequence, whereas LIB2 contained CLIPS synthesized for fine mapping of the most reactive regions previously identified with LIB1. It is important to note that LIB1 and LIB2 represent combinatorial libraries, and even though LIB2 peptides were derived from the epitopes identified in LIB1 screening, they are arranged in different combinations and configurations from LIB1 to further identify possible conformational epitopes. As such, LIB2 presents a different, but related, library of epitopes from LIB1, and while we can expect a general agreement between the 2 libraries, one cannot serve as a validation for epitopes identified in the other. Table 1.CLIPS peptides.LibraryTypeCLIPS Description\# of PeptidesLIB11All overlapping looped 15-mers662 2All overlapping linear 15-mers662 3Combination of double looped 21-mers on T3 CLIPS256 4Combination of triple looped 32-mers on P2T3 CLIPS3552 5Combination of triple looped 21-mers on P2T3 CLIPS2154LIB26Linear 25-mers with sliding single aa substitution1425 7Combination of pairs of fragments in linear 35-mers320 8Combination of triple looped 31-mers on P2T3 CLIPS1296 9Combination of double looped 35-mers on P2T3 CLIPS3477

To reveal both continuous and discontinuous epitopes on GP, the CLIPS libraries were probed with mouse mAbs chosen for their ability to passively protect animals, as well as immune sera from mice, guinea pigs, and NHPs that were immunized with EBOV DNA or replicon vaccines and/or infected with EBOV. As negative controls, we screened all CLIPS using sera from naïve or mock-vaccinated animals.

The details of each serum or mAb sample used in this study are listed in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}. Polyclonal serum samples were obtained from mice or guinea pigs experimentally vaccinated with DNA constructs expressing EBOV GP, and from rhesus and cynomolgus macaques that survived EBOV infection. Samples also consisted of mouse mAbs 13F6, 13C6, 6D8, 6D3 and 6E3.[@cit0022] The remaining samples contained pooled sera from mice, guinea pigs, and NHPs vaccinated with EBOV DNA or replicon vaccines, or from convalescent NHPs exposed to EBOV. Additional details on the origin of the samples are provided in an accompanying article by Mitchell *et al* in this special issue.[@cit0021] Table 2.Samples tested for epitope mapping.Sample NameOrganismTypeTreatmentReference*LIB1 epitope mapping*msVectorMousePC[^a^](#t2fn0001){ref-type="fn"}DNA vaccine; empty vector[@cit0023]msWTMousePCDNA vaccine; WT EBOV GPmsMutCMousePCDNA vaccine; EBOV GP mutant C[^b^](#t2fn0002){ref-type="fn"}msMutDMousePCDNA vaccine; EBOV GP mutant D[^c^](#t2fn0003){ref-type="fn"}13F6aMousemAbMonoclonal[@cit0022]13C6aMousemAbmonoclonalrhVectorNHPPCDNA vaccine, empty vector[@cit0023]rhH117XNHPPCEBOV infection[@cit0033; @cit0034]rhAXXXNHPPCEBOV infectionrhL2012NHPPCEBOV infectionrhR1510NHPPCEBOV infectionrhC573NHPPCEBOV infectionrhC250BNHPPCEBOV infectiongp107Guinea pigPCDNA vaccineunpublishedgp130Guinea pigPCDNA vaccine*LIB2 epitope mapping*msNCMousePCnegative control[@cit0035]msZ19MousePCDNA vaccine; EBOV GP, codon optimizedmsZ16MousePCDNA vaccine; EBOV GP, codon optimizedmsVRPMousePCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle; EBOV GP[@cit0036]msCVRPMousePCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle; EBOV GP, survived subsequent EBOV infection13F6bMousemAbmonoclonal[@cit0022]6D8MousemAbmonoclonal6E3MousemAbmonoclonal13C6bMousemAbmonoclonal6D3MousemAbmonoclonalgpNCGuinea pigPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle, no antigen[@cit0036; @cit0037]gpVRPGuinea pigPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle; EBOV GPgpCVRPGuinea pigPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle; EBOV GP, survived subsequent EBOV infectioncyNCNHPPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle, no antigen loadedcyCVRPNHPPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle; EBOV GP, survived subsequent EBOV infectionrhNCNHPPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle, no antigen loadedrhVRPNHPPCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle, EBOV GPrhCVRPNHP/PCVEEV Virus Replicon Particle; EBOV GP, survived subsequent EBOV infection[^2][^3][^4]

One major limitation to the present study involves serum sample availability. Because of the wide range of serum samples and host organisms used in this study, from mouse to guinea pig to Rhesus macaques and crab-eating macaques, we were limited to serum samples that were available from many previously conducted experiments. As such, subject-matched 'pre-immune' samples were typically not available. We had negative controls matched to each host species to distinguish antigen-specific binding from non-specific binding for both LIB1 and LIB2 screening, except in the LIB1 screening for guinea pig samples, where no negative control sample was available. Furthermore, because different serum samples were available at different stages of the study, we were not able to directly compare the LIB1 and LIB2 epitope mapping results with the same polyclonal serum samples. However, since one of the primary goals is to comprehensively survey the epitope landscape of Ebola GP, the *presence* of an epitope in the mapping of a given serum sample is more important than the *lack* of a given epitope in a particular sample. In the subsequent analyses, we combined all the epitopes identified in LIB1 and LIB2 to assemble a comprehensive map of Ebola GP epitopes. As the number of samples, and the breadth of samples (with respect to host organism and antigen condition), increases, there is a higher likelihood that our combined epitope map will capture all possible Ebola GP epitopes.

Epitope mapping {#s0002-0002}
---------------

To determine the most antigenic fragments on the EBOV GP sequence, we developed a statistical technique to analyze the OD binding signals produced by the complete set of CLIPS interacting with sera from each specific sample. This procedure combines the OD measurements with sequence information to generate a set of scores representing the propensity of residues from the EBOV GP sequence to bind Abs from a particular sample. In other words, this method assigns each residue *p* on the GP sequence, scores $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ and $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ which measure the likelihood of that residue being part of an epitope recognized by Abs from a given sample *s*. $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ is designed to detect residues associated with *linear* epitopes and *R^s^(p)* is designed to indicate the presence of potential conformational epitopes. These scores are expected to provide a measure of *specific* binding, i.e., binding due to Abs elicited by EBOV infection or the application of Ebola vaccines. To such end, we use information derived from the negative controls samples, as described in "Methods: Detection of specific binding."

The initial screening by LIB1 was performed using the 15 samples described in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}, which included mAb 13F6 as an additional control. The epitope of mAb 13F6 is linear[@cit0022] and we used this sample to evaluate the screening capabilities of our experimental techniques to test our computational analysis tools. We used the $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ scores to identify highly antigenic regions of the sequence. We classified residues as showing strong, medium and weak binding based on $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ value thresholds of greater than 50, 20 and 10, respectively. [Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the OD binding signals for mAb 13F6 and 6D8 when screening against LIB1 and LIB2, respectively, and for the negative control and Ebola-infected polyclonal Rhesus macaque samples screened against LIB1. Peptides containing epitopes identified to have high $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ scores are colored correspondingly, while all other peptides are shown in black. Overall, we found that in many cases, peptides containing epitopes were clearly distinguishable from other peptides, especially in the case of mAbs with linear epitopes. By contrast, polyclonal sera from negative controls, such as either naïve animals or animals vaccinated with a vector-only control, showed higher background signals across the peptide library. Still, for most cases in the polyclonal sera from infected or immunized animals, our analysis was able to identify epitope regions that consistently showed higher binding signals compared with the background signal found in the corresponding negative controls. Figure 1.Combinatorial peptide-based epitope mapping of monoclonal and polyclonal sera. Representative examples of epitope mapping of mAbs and polyclonal sera are shown. OD signals, in arbitrary units (AU) are shown for screens of mAb 13F6 against the LIB1 CLIPS library (A), mAb 6D8 against the LIB2 CLIPS library (B), polyclonal sera from a negative control rhesus (rhVector) and polyclonal sera from a Ebola-infected rhesus (rhH117X) against the LIB1 CLIPS library (C and D, respectively). Peptides containing epitopes identified through the combinatorial analysis are colored as described in the respective legends for each sample; all other peptides are shown in black

A summary of the regions in the GP sequence exhibiting high probability scores according to our analysis of 15 serum and mAb samples (see [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}) screened against LIB1 is shown in [Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}. Likewise, a summary of the antigenic regions of GP identified from the analysis of 19 serum and mAb samples screened against LIB2 is shown in [Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}. Unfortunately, due to differences in sample availability between the 2 phases of the study, only 2 samples (mAb 13F6 and 13C6) were included in both LIB1 and LIB2 screens. Figure 2.Initial epitope mapping of EBOV GP: The non-weighted (*R*) and weighted (*Q*) scores derived from the OD signals produced during screening of CLIPS from LIB1 are shown. Figure 3.Fine epitope mapping of EBOV GP: The non-weighted (*R*) and weighted (*Q*) scores derived from the OD signals produced during screening of CLIPS from LIB2 are shown.

Polyclonal sera {#s0002-0003}
---------------

Polyclonal serum samples that served as negative controls showed little or no binding to oligopeptides in the LIB1 or LIB2 libraries as assessed by our Z-score analysis ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that background signals due to non-specific binding are relatively rare in this analysis and suggests that observed binding signals likely indicate specific binding, regardless of whether a negative control is available for comparison. For some polyclonal serum samples from vaccinated animals such as msMutC and msVRP from mouse, gpVRP from guinea pig and rhCVRP from rhesus, we found binding that was relatively weak (just above threshold) or non-existent. The reason for the weak binding in these samples is unclear -- it may be due to poor sample quality or low vaccine-induced antibody responses in these animals.

Overall, across all the polyclonal serum samples tested, we were able to identify 13 highly antigenic fragments, hereafter referred to as epitopes, on the sequence of EBOV GP based on the $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ score computed with a cutoff value of 20 ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}). For convenience, these peptide fragments are identified by using the letter "P" followed by a number that corresponds to the global position in the EBOV GP sequence of the first residue of the fragment under consideration. Table 3.Epitope regions in Ebola GP.FragmentSequenceGP residuesmAbPolyclonal sera[^a^](#t3fn0001){ref-type="fn"}P36GVIHNSTLQ36--44c4G7,c2G4,ADI15734, 16F6,KZ52cynoP41STLQVSDVDKLVCRDKLSSTNQLRS41--65c4G7,c2G4,ADI15734,16F6,KZ52, mAb100mouse, guinea, cyno, rhesusP81SATKRWGFRSGVPPK81--95 rhesusP189AKKDFFSSHPLREPVNATEDPS189--210mAb100[^b^](#t3fn0002){ref-type="fn"}mouse, guinea, rhesusP211SGYYSTTIRYQATGFGTNETEYLFEVDNLTYVQLESRFTPQFLLQ211--25513C6,Q206,Q411, mAb114mouseP256LNETIYTSGKRSNTTGKLIWKVN256--27813C6,c1H3,ADI15731, ADI15762,Q314mouse, rhesusP281IDTTIGEWAFWETKKNLTRKIRSEELSF281--308c1H3, ADI15731, ADI15762mouse, guinea, rhesusP391TPVYKLDISEATQVEQHHRRTDNDS391--4156D8, 6E3, 13F6mouse, rhesusP470GEESASSGKLGLITNTIAGVAGLIT470--49414G7,13C6,Q314, Q206,Q411mouse, guinea, rhesusP506NAQPKCNPN506--514KZ52, c4G7, c2G4, ADI15734,16F6,mAb100cynoP544TEGLMHNQDGLICGLRQLANETTQALQLFLRATTELRT544--581KZ52, c4G7, c2G4, ADI15734,16F6,mAb100cyno, rhesusP582FSILNRKAIDFLLQRWGGTCHILGPD582--607 rhesusP610IEPHDWTKNITDKIDQIIHDFVDKTLPDQGDND610--642ADI15758rhesus, guinea[^5][^6]

There was significant overlap in the epitopes identified by the different polyclonal sera in the LIB1 screen ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). A stretch of the sequence spanning residues S307 to R501 that include peptides P391 and P470 listed in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}, showed significant responses (i.e., with *R* and/or *Q* scores greater than 50) in 3 out of 6 mouse samples (msMutD, 13F6a and 13C6a), both guinea pig serum samples, and 4 of 7 NHP serum samples (rhH117X, rhR1510, rhC573 and rhC250B), as shown in [Fig. 1D](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}. A portion of that region, from residues 461 to 501, was identified in 8 out of 13 polyclonal samples with *R* and/or *Q* scores greater than 20. As expected, the negative control samples (msVector and rhVector) did not show binding except for low *R* scores for the fragments N110-G143 and T370-K395 on rhVector ([Fig. 1C](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0023] The LIB2 screen also identified several common epitope regions across serum and mAb samples ([Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Fragments 391--415 and 470--494 were both recognized in 2 out of 5 mouse polyclonal samples. In addition, a stretch of 5 peptides spanning 189 to 308 was recognized in 3 out of 5 mouse polyclonal samples. Overall, fragments 391--415 and 470--494 were found to be highly reactive in samples from mice. In the guinea pig, and NHP serum samples the overall level of specific binding was low, despite the fact that some (non-specific) binding was observed in the samples (see Supplemental Fig. S1). Only one of the NHP samples (i.e., rhVRP) showed specific binding within fragments 391--415 and 470--494.

Monoclonal antibodies {#s0002-0004}
---------------------

We performed the screening of the peptide libraries using 5 mAbs: 13F6, 13C6, 6D3, 6E3, and 6D8. Binding signals detected for all 5 mAbs and the corresponding epitope regions are summarized in [Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}. To reduce the chances of errors in the epitope assignment that may originated from non-specific or spurious binding, we do not report in [Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"} fragments associated with weak binding (i.e., *R* and *Q* scores below 20). Screening of both LIB1 and LIB2 with mAbs 13F6 and 6D8 produced the strongest binding signals for CLIPS that included fragment 391--415, consistent with previously identified linear epitopes for both mAbs ([Fig. 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0022] Screening of LIB2 with mAb 6E3 produced high *R* and *Q* residue-scores for a fragment 391--415, which also agrees with a previously identified epitope for this mAb.[@cit0022] Table 4.Monoclonal Ab epitopes.mAbEpitope from CLIPS OD and positional scanning[^a,b^](#t4fn0001 t4fn0002){ref-type="fn"}Sequence position[^c^](#t4fn0003){ref-type="fn"}Previous detection (ref.)Reported sequence Position13F6SFTVVSNGA307--315   GTNTTTEDH331--339   SQGREA355--360   TTKPGPDNS379--387   TPVYKLDISEATQVE[QH]{.ul}H[RRT]{.ul}DNDS\*391--415ATQV[EQHHRRTDN]{.ul}DSTA[@cit0022; @cit0038]401--417 AAGPPKAENTN426--435   SPQNHSETAG451--460   GEESASSGKLGLITNTIAGVAGLIT470--494  6D8STLQVSDVDKLVCRDKLSSTNQLRS41--75   TPV[YKLDI]{.ul}SEATQVEQHHRRTDNDS\*391--415HNTP[VYKLDISEA]{.ul}TQVE[@cit0022]389--405 GEESASSGKLGLITNTIAGVAGLIT470--494  6E3TPVYKLDISEATQVE[QHHRRT]{.ul}DNDS\*391--415ATQV[EQHHRRTDN]{.ul}DSTA[@cit0022]401--4176D3EPVNAT201--206GP fragment residues 49 to 277^24^  TYVQLESRFTPQFLLQLNETIYTSGKRSNTT240--270  GEWAFW286--291  GEESASSGKLGLITNTIAGVAGLIT\*470--494 13C6TISTSPQSL370--378GP fragment residues 49 to 277^24^  GEESASSGKLGLITNTIA**[GVAGLIT\*]{.ul}**470--494  [^7][^8][^9]

Probable binding for other fragments was found during screening of LIB2 for mAbs 6D3, 13F6, and 6D8. We found that the R and Q scores produced by our method point unequivocally to residues in the actual linear epitopes of mAbs 13F6, 6D8 (see [Fig. 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), and 6E3. The assignment of conformational epitopes in mAbs 6D3 and 13C6 was more challenging. For mAb 6D3, our method identified fragments 201--206, 240--270, 286--291 and 470--494 as probable epitopes. Of these fragments, 201--206 and 240--270 are consistent with the data from Shedlock *et al*.[@cit0024] In our binding assays, we found that a single CLIPS, containing fragment Y261-TSGKRSNTTGKLI-W276, generated a signal that far exceeded all others (see Figure S2). For mAb 13C6, binding to 2 fragments corresponding to a stretch of residues from 461 to 501 was detected in the LIB1 screen, and a similar region, represented by fragment 470--494 was identified in the LIB2 screen. Because this epitope definition for 13C6 is at odds with previous studies that pointed to residues in the glycan cap as epitopes,[@cit0007] we repeated the experiment with a new aliquot of 13C6 and found the same result. We also examined the probability scores for fragments corresponding to the previously identified epitope for 13C6, including residues 270--272^25,26^, but found no evidence of specific binding. CLIPS-based screens of both LIB1 and LIB2 definitively identified residues 470--494 to be associated with 13C6 binding.

Overall we found good agreement between epitopes identified in this study with both the mutational analysis performed in an accompanying article in this special issue by Mitchell *et al.*,[@cit0021] and with previous experiments characterizing both residue- and fragment-level epitope definitions ([Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}). In particular, mutational analysis identified key residues in the epitope definitions for mAbs 13F6, 6D8, 6E3 and 13C6, providing an independent validation of our combinatorial peptide-based epitope mapping approach.

Mapping epitopes to GP structure {#s0002-0005}
--------------------------------

We modified the initial model of EBOV GP structure derived from X-ray crystallographic data[@cit0006] by using homology-based modeling. With the exception of those residues belonging to the MLD, we added all other missing residues in the GP monomer, and subsequently built a 3D model of the chalice-shaped GP trimer. We used the models to visualize the approximate expected location of the Ab binding regions identified during CLIPS screening. [Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"} shows 9 of the 13 epitopes mapped onto the structural model of the GP trimer based on whether they were found in vaccinated (left) or infected (right) animals. The 2 other epitopes detected by CLIPS screening are part of the unstructured MLD. Overall, the 13 epitopes associated with Ab binding can be ascribed to 5 regions on the surface of the GP trimer: *1*) the MLD, *2*) the glycan cap subdomain, *3*) the central region of the chalice, *4*) the base of the GP chalice, and *5*) the membrane-proximal external region (MPER). Figure 4.Antigenic regions of GP derived from CLIPS screening. A surface model of the GP trimer is shown in white. Smooth regions of the model correspond to regions of the structure determined experimentally.[@cit0006] Regions that were modeled "de novo" are shown as collections of dots are used to visualize the approximate location where missing epitopes are located. The 3D representation omits the MLD, which is considered unstructured. Nine of the 13 epitopes identified as the most antigenic regions of the GP sequence, based on our analysis, are indicated in various colors. The remaining 2 epitopes identified with CLIPS fall within the MLD, and are not shown in the present structural model. A separate model is shown from epitopes from (A) EBOV DNA and replicon vaccines and (B) for EBOV infections.

It is possible that the epitopes presented during immunization and vaccination may differ in a systematic manner. To address this, we compared the composite epitope maps from vaccinated and infected animals with the understanding that a direct within-host comparison may be confounded by the differences in the host organisms and antigen conditions between the infections and vaccinations used in this study. Overall, we found substantial similarity in the areas of the chalice that were recognized in infection and vaccination, with 7 fragments in common (P189, P256, P281, P391, P470, P544 and P610). In particular, CLIPS derived from the MLD region, primarily P391 and P470 (not shown in [Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}), were well recognized in samples from infected animals, and also detected in samples derived from vaccination.

We did observe several differences between the infection and vaccination epitope maps. We found that antibody responses from vaccinated animals bound strongly to fragments P36 and P41 associated with the base region of GP1, while recognition of these fragments was poor in samples from infected animals. On the contrary, fragment P81, associated with the GP1 head region, was recognized in samples from infected animals, but was found to bind poorly in samples obtained from vaccinated animals. Finally, CLIPS mapping to fragment P582 in the HR2 and MPER regions of GP, elicited strong binding signals with samples from infected animals, but binding went mostly undetected in samples from vaccinated animals.

A substantial amount of data on mAbs complex with EBOV-GP derived from cryo-EM and X-ray crystallography have recently become available. Such data are providing important information on the regions of the GP trimer surface targeted by mAbs, primarily of human origin.[@cit0007] We conducted an analysis of the available structural information with the results from our CLIPS-based epitope detection approach. For this, we retrieved 19 cryo-EM maps of complexes of mAbs with EBOV GP trimers from the EM Data Bank.[@cit0027] A list of the maps used for this analysis is provided in [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. A total of 14 out of 19 EM maps have been obtained at resolutions exceeding 20Å, and consequently, only provide a coarse definition of these epitopes. We superimposed all the electron density maps onto our 3D homology model of the GP trimer. The fragments identified as binding strongly according to our CLIPS analysis showed good agreement with regions of the GP surface where mAbs are found to bind experimentally. Table 5.X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM structures used for epitope mapping.ComplexEMD \#; pdbidResolution (Å)ReferenceGP-c1H3-KZ52615024.0[@cit0007]GP-c2G4615124.0[@cit0007]GP-c13C6-c4G7615224.0[@cit0007]GP-c13C6-KZ52615324.0[@cit0007]GP-ADI-15731658618.0[@cit0010]GP-ADI-15734658718.0[@cit0010]GP-ADI-15758658824.0[@cit0010]GP- ADI-15762658924.0[@cit0010]GP (EBOV-Makona) -- c13C6822625.0[@cit0009]GP (EBOV-Makona) -- c2G4822725.0[@cit0009]GP (EBOV-Makona) -- c4G7822825.0[@cit0009]GP-FabQ206815827.5[@cit0012]GP-FabQ314815930.2[@cit0012]GP-FabQ411816025.2[@cit0012]GP-Fab100-Fab11433107.2[@cit0011]GP-Fab100-Fab11433116.7[@cit0011]GP-c2G4-c13C68240; 5kel4.3[@cit0008]GP-c4G7-c13C68242; 5ken4.3[@cit0008]sGP-c13C6-BDBV918241; kem5.5[@cit0008]KZ523CSY3.4[@cit0006]14G72Y6S2.8[@cit0039]16F63VE03.35[@cit0040]13F62QHR2.0[@cit0038]

In [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}, for each epitope fragment identified by our peptide-based epitope mapping, we list Ebola GP-specific mAbs that have previously been shown to bind to those epitope regions. It is important to note that since the epitope list in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"} came from mapping of polyclonal sera, it represents the aggregate binding of many monoclonal antibodies that each bind to distinct, and possibly overlapping epitopes. As such, it is unlikely that any single monoclonal antibody will precisely reproduce the polyclonal epitopes identified here.

As examples, EM density maps of the EBOV GP trimer bound with mAbs c4G7 and ADI-15731, superimposed onto a structural model of the GP trimer in [Fig. 5A](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. In [Fig. 5A](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, a cross-section of the electron density corresponding to the bound mAb c4G7 exposes the side of the GP chalice, revealing fragments P36, P41, P502 and P544, which were identified with CLIPS. Similarly, [Fig. 5B](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the binding site of the mAb ADI-15731 located in the glycan cap subdomain, on top of the GP chalice. A slice through the EM density corresponding to the bound ADI-15731 reveals a surface region largely made up of fragments P256 and P281 from CLIPS. Supplemental Figs S3 through S5 show similar superposition of density maps of complexes involving representative examples from mAbs described in [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Strikingly, in every case except in one (mAb100), the epitope regions identified in the cryo-EM density map corresponded to one or more of the epitope fragments shown in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}. This suggests that the epitope fragment list in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"} may capture all major epitope regions of EBOV GP. Figure 5.(A) Electron density map (colored green and red) of the complex of mAbs c4G7 and c13C6 with the GP trimer. The c4G7 mAbs bind to the middle of the chalice viewed here from a side view. Two c4G7 mAbs are modeled by a smooth surface representation colored in gray, and fitted within the electron density map. The third c4G7 model has been omitted, and the corresponding regions of the electron density map were sliced to show the antibody binding site formed by epitopes P41, P506, and P544. (B) Electron density map (in blue) of the complex of mAb ADI-15731 with the GP trimer viewed from the top. Two ADI-15731 mAbs, modeled as smooth surfaces in gray, are fitted within the electron density map on top of the glycan cap of GP. A third mAb has been omitted and the electron density map sliced to show the antibody-binding site formed primarily by epitopes P256 and P281.

For mAb100, Misasi et *al*. reported binding to the FL of GP.[@cit0011] Our CLIPS analysis shows little or no binding to peptides containing residues from the FL region by Abs in the polyclonal sera. However, most of the remaining key contacts of the antibody with GP are mapped to the interactions with residues in fragments P41, P506 and P544. The quaternary epitope recognized by mAb100 appears to include residues from the β13-β14 loop in GP included in the fragment P189. P189 was identified in our work as a strong antigenic region but we have found no report based on structural data to confirm our findings. We note, however, that the cryo-EM structural study of mAb100 shows weak electron density that the authors ascribed to residues from the β13-β14 loop interacting with Fab100. Binding of mAb100 to GP reduces cathepsin L cleavage of the β13-β14 loop, and removal of the loop affects slightly Ab binding.[@cit0025] Interestingly, Misasi *et al*. found that removal β13-β14 loop has a stronger effect in mAb KZ52 binding than in mAb100. Specifically, at pH 5.3, Misasi *et al*. detected a reduction in the affinity of KZ52 for thermolysin-cleaved GP by a factor of more than 1000 as compared with uncleaved GP. The conformational epitope of KZ52 was reported to involved EBOV GP: residues 42--43 at the N terminus of GP1, and 505--514 and 549--556 at the N terminus of GP2. (Lee et al). In an attempt to understand how KZ52 binding is affected by thermolysin cleavage, we superimposed the electron density maps of a KZ52 -- GP-trimer complex (emd 6153) to that of Fab100-GP complex (emd 3310). Such exercise revealed that a portion of the electron density in the Fab100-GP complex, broadly associated with the β13-β14 loop, overlaps slightly with the electron density for a KZ52 Fab in the other complex. Since this is the only portion of the fragment removed by thermolysin in close proximity to the KZ52 binding site, the large change in affinity due to cleavage suggests that P189 may also be part of the conformational epitope of KZ52.

Antigenic variation in EBOV GP epitopes {#s0002-0006}
---------------------------------------

Single mutations in an epitope can have large effects in the binding affinity of an Ab. Conversely, Abs binding to epitopes that are associated with highly conserved residues may have the potential to show broad cross-reactivity across various strains or even species. Using combinatorial peptide-based epitope mapping we identified 13 epitopes of EBOV GP1. Here we sought to measure the degree of sequence conservation within these epitope regions to determine how antibody binding to these epitopes may be sensitive to antigenic variation across EBOV species.

We retrieved all complete GP sequences for the 5 Ebolavirus species, Zaire, Bundibugyo, Sudan, Reston and Tai Forest from the NCBI sequence database,[@cit0028] and performed a multiple sequence analysis for each species using unique sequences only. The results from this analysis are shown in [Fig. 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"} where residue conservation is plotted as a function of residue position in the EBOV GP sequence. Residue conservation associated with the 13 epitopes identified from the CLIPS analysis for each 5 species is highlighted. The graph shows that epitope fragments within the central portion of the GP sequence, residues 280 to 450, tend to be less conserved (\< 90%) than those located toward the N- and C-termini of this region. Additional details on the sequence variability affecting the 13 epitope fragments, summarizing the specific positions where residue variability occurs in Zaire ebolavirus, and the substitutions and residue-variability found in the other 4 species are shown in [Fig. 7](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}. Overall, the N and C-terminal peptides P36, P41, P506, P81, P544, P582 and P610, showed high sequence conservation across ebolaviruses, whereas peptides P189, P211, P256, P281, P391, and P470 showed substantial sequence variation. Figure 6.Plot of residue-type conservation as a function of position in the EBOV GP sequence derived from a multiple sequence alignment of the Ebolavirus genus. The 13 regions from the EBOV GP sequence identified as highly antigenic are indicated in red over the horizontal axis. The residue conservation on these epitopes is color-coded based on the EBOV species. Figure 7.Summary of the multiple sequence alignment analysis of the Ebolavirus genus. Sequences of the 13 epitopes identified in the CLIPS study are listed using a single-letter residue code. Letters inside the black boxes indicate the non-conserved residues in Zaire ebolavirus. Below the sequence of each fragment, we indicate the observed residue substitutions in the Bundibugyo, Tai Forest, Reston, and Sudan species. Dashes indicate positions with residue variability in species other than Zaire ebolavirus.

P391 and P470, which show the highest antigenic variation are located on the MLD, whereas P211, P256, and P281, which show more moderate variation are found on the glycan-cap region ([Fig. 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The highly conserved epitope fragments in the N and C-terminal regions are largely found in the base of the chalice and the MPER. These results suggest that, while the MLD may be highly immunogenic, it may also largely elicit a strain or type-specific response, whereas antibodies targeting the GP1 chalice, and in particular, its base, may be more cross-reactive across EBOV species.

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

By screening CLIPS libraries with polyclonal sera from 4 different animal species, and mAb samples, we were able to identify 13 highly antigenic regions within the EBOV GP sequence. Mapping of these 13 regions to the EBOV GP1 structure showed that primarily 5 areas of the protein were targeted: the MLD, the glycan-cap region, the central region of the chalice, the base of the chalice, and the MPER. A comparison with the existing structural data on over 20 mAbs, suggested that these fragments constitute the major epitope regions of EBOV GP. Additionally, multiple sequence analyses showed that fragments P36, P41, P81, P189, 211, P256, P506, P544, P582, and P610 belong to regions of the GP sequence having low variability, particularly in Zaire ebolavirus. These epitopes are primarily located in the glycan-cap region and the base of the chalice in the GP1 structure. Therefore, vaccines that focus the antibody response to these regions of EBOV GP may have the potential to protect across a broader range of EBOV species.

We also identified several host-specific differences in the fine-specificity of the polyclonal antibody response to EBOV GP, although further research is warranted due to the small number of samples for each animal species studied here. The MLD, particularly P391 and P470, was the most antigenic region for samples from mice in screens with LIB1 and LIB2. Similar results were obtained for samples from guinea pigs and NHPs during screens with LIB1. However, screens with LIB2 showed specific binding to the MLD region only in one of the rhesus samples. Antibody binding to the glycan cap region was detected in rhesus macaques and guinea pigs, but not in mice during screens with LIB1. On the other hand, binding to such region was detected during screen of LIB2 with 3 polyclonal mouse samples (msZ19, msZ16, and msCVRP), but no specific binding was found during the screens with LIB2 for samples from guinea pigs or NHP vaccinated with the VEEV virus-replicon particle-based vaccine. Binding to the central chalice region was detected in NHPs and mice, while binding to the base of the chalice was found in all 3 species. Finally, binding to the MPER of GP was found primarily in samples from rhesus macaques in LIB1, and one sample of guinea pigs in screens with LIB2. Differences between the LIB1 and LIB2 results may be, in part, due to the fact that different serum sample were used for each screen.

In addition to epitope mapping of polyclonal sera, we also identified epitope regions for several EBOV mAbs, some of which have been extensively characterized. We performed the screening of the peptide libraries on 5 mAbs: 13F6, 13C6, 6D3, 6E3, and 6D8. Monoclonal Abs 13F6, 6E3, and 6D8 recognized linear epitopes.[@cit0022] The epitopes recognized by mAbs 13C6 and 6D3 have also been identified as conformational. According to Shedlock *et al.*, both of these mAbs bind GP mutants lacking fragments 302--479 or 494--635 but not to mutants where fragment 49--277 is removed,[@cit0024] indicating that epitopes of these mAbs should be within the later fragment of GP. A low-resolution cryo-EM structure of c13C6 bound to a GP trimer has also shown that the 13C6 epitope resides on the glycan cap region of GP.[@cit0007] Furthermore, using alanine scanning techniques, Davison et *al.* identified residues T270 and K272 as critical for 13C6 binding to GP.[@cit0025] In addition, a report by Kugelman et *al*. on the emergence of EBOV escape variants described a series of escape mutations involving residues G271 and K272 which substantially reduced the binding of mAb 13C6.[@cit0026]

Previous studies have shown that mAb 13C6 binds to a conformational epitope consisting of residues 270--272 in the glycan cap region of EBOV GP. However, in this study, CLIPS-based peptide scanning from *both* LIB1 and LIB2 peptide screens identified a span of residues from 461 to 502 in EBOV GP as being associated with 13C6 binding. Mitchell *et al.* performed positional mutation scanning, where all possible single-point (non-cysteine) mutations along the peptide P470 were made and binding to 13C6 was measured by ELISA.[@cit0021] They found that mutations in S475-I482 and G488-T494 significantly abrogated 13C6 binding, which corroborate our findings of residues 461--502 as being involved in a 13C6 epitope. Our results for 13C6 lead us to conclude that the Ab may show some promiscuity in its binding. If 13C6 is capable of binding to 2 different epitope regions of EBOV GP, one corresponding to residues 270--272 and the other, to residues 475--494, a common sequence motif between these epitopes that is recognized by this mAb may exist. We compared the 2 epitope regions and identified a tripeptide motif -- GKL --that was common to both regions (residues 271--273 and residues 488--490, respectively). In support of this, the most recent high-resolution structural data of mAb 13C6 bound to GP and sGP shows the G271-K272-L273 tripeptide plays a central role as part of the conformational epitope of the Ab.[@cit0008] Furthermore, the positional mutation scanning of 13C6 along P470 described by Mitchell *et al.* resulted in a loss of binding when residues in the GKL tripeptide and neighboring positions were substituted by negatively-charged GLU or ASP residues.[@cit0021] Mapping these residues onto the structure of Ab-GP and Ab-sGP complexes, revealed that such substitutions in the GKL epitope core (GP residues 269 to 273) would likely generate strong repulsive electrostatic interactions with 3 negatively charged residues nearby, D54, D56, and D100A, in the c13C6 paratope. These results support the hypothesis that 13C6 binds to 2 separate epitopes on EBOV GP through a common GKL tripeptide motif.

Finally, our results agree well with a recent study on the conservancy of mAb epitopes from previous outbreaks.[@cit0029] Based on a comparison with that work, all functional epitopes reported in the Immune Epitope Database, which includes mAbs for which structural information is unavailable, can be assigned to 7 of the 13 epitope regions identified in this study. This further supports our finding that these epitopes represent a comprehensive description of all the major epitope regions in EBOV GP.

Conclusions {#s0004}
===========

This work shows that CLIPS technology constitutes a useful tool for mapping antigenic regions of a molecule. Screening of serum samples from different animal species and with mAbs resulted in the detection of 11 highly immunogenic fragments in the GP sequence. When these fragments were mapped into a structural model of the GP chalice, they defined 5 distinct areas on the surface of the GP trimer. A comparison with existing structural data from Abs bound to GP showed that the fragments identified by CLIPS coincided well with sites where the Abs are experimentally detected to bind. The information provided by our CLIPS binding assays thus complements that obtained from structural studies. Combining CLIPS analysis, coupled with positional scanning, enabled a fine mapping of the interaction sites of the Abs to detect residues most likely to contribute to binding.

Notably, our study revealed that mAb 13C6 can bind promiscuously to EBOV GP and certain oligopeptides. The common element of recognition appears to be the tripeptide GKL. As shown by X-ray crystallography of complexes with the GP trimer and sGP, 13C6 binds to a conformational epitope that includes residues G271-K272-L273. However, our CLIPS analysis suggests that 13C6 also recognizes linear fragments that include residues surrounding the GKL tripeptide at position 477 to 479 of EBOV GP1.

Materials and methods {#s0005}
=====================

Screening of CLIPS {#s0005-0001}
------------------

The set of CLIPS was synthesized using the sequence of the Mayinga strain of EBOV virus, (NCBI Accession No. AAN37507.1). For screening purposes, CLIPS are bound to solid supports where they are folded or constrained to mimic higher order structures such as loops, β sheets, and α-helices.[@cit0020] Both continuous and discontinuous epitopes can be revealed by probing the CLIPS with immune sera or mAbs.

Analysis of epitope mapping data {#s0005-0002}
--------------------------------

### Sample distribution {#s0005-0002-0001}

We analyzed the Optical Density (OD) data corresponding to each sample used in the Pepscan experiments as follows, 1.We computed the average OD value, ${\overline{X}}^{s}$ (where *s* indicates a specific sample), and the standard deviation σ^s^ for the all samples.2.To determine the distribution of the data, we generated a histogram for the magnitude Δ*x*, which is given by:$$\Delta x~ = \left( {x^{s} - ~{\overline{X}}^{s}} \right)/\sigma^{s}~,$$where *x^s^* denotes the OD value measured for a specific peptide in sample *s*.

### Detection of binding {#s0005-0002-0002}

While a strong OD signal is indicative of Ab binding, OD measures are not actual *true/false* signals that unequivocally distinguish "binding" from "absence of binding;" and the assignment of an intermediate OD value is often difficult or impossible. To detect putative binding regions on EBOV GP, we computed 2 probability scores for each residue in the target protein: $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ and $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ (where *s* indicates the sample under consideration and *p* the position of the residue in the sequence of the target protein). Both probability scores are associated with the overall binding strength at a particular residue in the protein sequence. The procedure we used to obtain them is as follows:

We used a sliding window encompassing *m* residues (with *m* ≥ 4) that runs over the entire GP sequence. The size of the window, *m*, was selected in such a manner that every *m*-letter word $w$ defined by the window is unique. The later requirement guarantees that the contributions to the probability scores come from peptides designed to map the same specific amino acid region in the sequence.

For each word $w$ generated, we produced a subset$~\mathbf{S}^{w,s}~$ of OD measurements from sample *s*. To be included in $\mathbf{S}^{w,s}$, a measure was required to satisfy the following conditions: (*a*) the associated peptide should contain the word $w$ as part of the sequence, and (*b*) the measured OD value, $x^{s}$, should represent probable Ab binding, which we defined as a value that exceeded the threshold ${\overline{X}}^{s} + ~k\sigma^{s}$, where the parameter *k* represents an adjustable integer that allowed us to test more restrictive binding assumptions by imposing higher thresholds at higher *k* values.

For each *word* $w$ a Z-score,[@cit0030] $\mathcal{Z}^{w,s}$, was computed as described in Eq [1](#M0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$~\mathcal{Z}^{w,s} = ~\left( {{\overline{X}}^{w,s} - {\overline{X}}^{s}} \right)/\left( {\sqrt{n~}\sigma^{s}} \right)$$where ${\overline{X}}^{w,s}$ is the mean OD value of $\mathbf{S}^{w,s}$, and *n* corresponds to the number of measures included in such subset. This Z-score is expressed in units of the standard deviation of the distribution.

The $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ score for a residue at position *p* in the GP sequence was computed as a weighted-average of the Z-scores from the set of *m* words $w_{i}$ (*i = 1, ..., m*) that include position *p*, according to the formula:$$R^{s}~\left( p \right) = \frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{m}~n_{i\ }\text{~Z}^{w_{i},s}\ ~}{m~\sum_{i = 1}^{m}n_{i\ }\ }~$$where $n_{i\ }$ corresponds to the number of measures included in the subset $\mathbf{S}^{w_{i},s}$.

To compute the $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ score for residue *p* in the GP sequence, we use a different weighted-average of the Z-scores:$$Q^{s}\left( p \right) = \frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{m}~\left( \frac{n_{i}}{N_{i}} \right)n_{i\ }\text{~Z}^{w_{i},s}\text{~~~}~}{m~\sum_{i = 1}^{m}n_{i\ }\ }$$where $N_{i\ }$ represents the total number of measures (binding and non-binding) from sample s that contain the word $w_{i}$. The additional factor $\left( \frac{n_{i}}{N_{i}} \right)$ rewards words $w_{i}$ that appear with high frequency in measures associated with binding, i.e., when *n~i~* →*N~i~.* Thus, the $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ score is expected to be large for residues in words that constitute the core of linear epitopes. On the other hand, residues with large $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ but low $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ scores may indicate the presence of a conformational epitope, because the latter requires the presence of more than one peptide fragment. By construction, both $R^{s}\left( p \right)$ and $Q^{s}\left( p \right)$ scores are positive, and their values are indicative of the strength of the OD binding signal at site *p*.

### Detection of specific binding {#s0005-0002-0003}

To differentiate between antigen-specific and non-specific binding, we adapted the above procedure to include information from negative control (*nc*) samples. Because the Pepscan experiments included data from *nc* samples, step 2 of the procedure described above for *Detection of Binding* was modified by requiring that any measure $x^{s}$ to be included in$~\mathbf{S}^{w,s}$ also satisfy the following condition:$$x^{nc} \leq ~{\overline{X}}^{nc}~ + ~\sigma^{nc}$$where $x^{nc}$ is the corresponding OD value measured for the same peptide in the *nc* sample, and ${\overline{X}}^{nc}$ and $\sigma^{nc}$ represent the mean OD value and corresponding standard deviation, respectively, of the *nc* sample. Thus, the new condition established that detection of *specific* binding should only consider data from peptides showing a high OD signal in sample *s, and* a corresponding low OD (i.e., no binding) signal in the *nc* sample.

Sequence analysis {#s0005-0003}
-----------------

We initially obtained 1189 full-length sequences from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (retrieved on 11/30/2016) corresponding to the Ebolavirus genus GP. After elimination of identical sequences, we used the program MUSCLE[@cit0031] to carry out multiple sequence alignments and derived information on residue conservation.

Generation of structural models of GP {#s0005-0004}
-------------------------------------

We built 3-dimensional (3-D) models of the EBOV GP, using the Protein Structure Prediction Pipeline (PPSP) package.[@cit0032] Models of the EBOV GP were generated by using the X-ray crystallographic data of the trimeric form of GP in complex with MAb KZ52 (PDB id: 3CSY) as the template.[@cit0007] Because the MLD is considered unstructured, our GP model omits residues from such domains.

The structural superposition of the best GP1-GP2 monomer model and its template, monomer 3CSY, shows that few distortions were needed to accommodate the new sequence. The optimal superposition between the template and model was obtained by matching 313 C^α^ atoms with a root mean square difference (rmssd) of 0.47 Å. Superposition of the model and template was performed using the program PYMOL.
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[^1]: Supplemental data for this article can be accessed on the [publisher\'s website](http://www.tandfonline.com/khvi).

[^2]: PC indicates a polyclonal sample.

[^3]: A DNA vaccine containing the GP mutant ~563~NET~565~ to ~563~AET~565~. The mutation resulted in GP2 that did not co-precipitate with GP1 and that had reduced immunogenicity and protective efficacy in mice.

[^4]: A DNA vaccine containing the GP mutant ~618~NIT~620~ to ~618~AIT~620~. The mutation resulted in GP2 that still co-precipitated with GP1 and minimally impacted elicitation of protective immunity.

[^5]: Epitope identified from screening of LIB1 only (dotted underline), LIB2 only (dashed underline), or both (no underline)

[^6]: The electron density from cryo-EM study suggests that residues from fragment P189 interact with the light chain of mAb100.[@cit0011]

[^7]: Fragments with Z-score values \>20 are reported.

[^8]: Fragments associated with the highest Z-score assignments are denoted with an '\*' with underlined residues identified as the epitopes based on mutation analysis by Mitchell *et al.*[@cit0021]

[^9]: Values underlined with dotted or dash lines indicate binding signals detected with peptide library LIB1 only and with both libraries, respectively.
